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DEPENDABILITY ISSUES WITH UBIQUITOUS WIRELESS ACCESS

R

ecent years have wities, many challenges are
nessed a proliferation
yet to be addressed to proof the number of wireless
vide truly dependable wiretechnologies available to
less Internet access. The aim
access the Internet, ranging
of this special issue of IEEE
from wireless local area netWireless Communications is
works to cellular and broadto highlight some of these
cast systems, and ad hoc and
challenges and present
mesh networks. While the
possible
solutions. A total of
DIRK WESTHOFF
ALBERT BANCHS
DAJI QIAO
emergence of these new tech28 articles were submitted to
nologies can enable truly
the special issue, of which
ubiquitous Internet access, it also raises issues with the dependfive could be accepted, yielding an acceptance rate of about
ability of the Internet service delivered to users. Depend18 percent.
ability in this context refers to the ability of a wireless access
The articles in this special issue cover different aspects of
system to deliver specified services on which users can rely.
QoS and security in wireless access. They are organized as
When compared to traditional wired access solutions,
follows. The first article is “MAP: A Scalable Monitoring
wireless Internet access is more prone to security attacks
System for Dependable 802.11 Wireless Networks” by
and less predictable in terms of the quality of service (QoS)
Sheng et al. This article introduces the MAP project, which
experienced by users. This poses serious challenges to the
includes a scalable 802.11 measurement system that can
provisioning of a dependable Internet service that meets
provide continuous monitoring of wireless traffic to quickly
the users’ requirements in terms of security, QoS, reliability,
identify threats and attacks. The authors discuss the MAP
and availability, among others.
system architecture, design decisions, and evaluation results
In order to meet the above requirements for dependabilfrom a real testbed.
ity, new solutions such as security and QoS mechanisms
The second article is “Quality of Service Assessment of
need to be designed for wireless Internet access. Several
Opportunistic Spectrum Access: a Medium Access Control
issues need to be addressed in the design of such dependApproach” by Pawelczak et al. Opportunistic spectrum
able wireless solutions, including the following:
access (OSA) is a promising new spectrum management
• The open nature of radio communications provides seriapproach that allows coexistence of licensed and opporous exposure to security attacks. In this context, solutions
tunistic users. This article investigates the QoS of the
are needed in order to counter denial-of-service attacks
opportunistic users as a function of the tolerance of licensed
as well as to provide privacy-aware dependable operausers in OSA, and concludes that opportunistic users can achieve
tions, among others.
good QoS as long as licensed users are not highly active.
• The limited capacity and shared nature of the wireless
The third article, “Toward Dependable Networking: Secure
medium complicate the provisioning of QoS. Predictable
Location and Privacy at Link Layer,” is authored by Matos
shared medium access mechanisms are needed to provide
et al. Although many existing network-level architectures
dependable service.
provide location privacy features, they leave open the priva• Inherently unpredictable wireless channel characteristics
cy problem of nodes in the same link layer domain. This
make it hard to guarantee availability. In order to ensure that
article fills this gap by proposing an improved approach to locawireless Internet access will always be available, adequate
tion privacy at the link layer.
coverage is needed. Additionally, availability can be improved
The fourth article, “Optimal Admission Control in Mulby combining different wireless technologies.
timedia Mobile Networks with Handover Prediction,” is by
• Exploitation of resources due to selfish and malicious behavMartinez-Bauset et al. It studies the problem of optimizing
ior is difficult to prevent. Techniques are therefore
admission control policies in mobile multimedia cellular
required to identify and control selfish users that take advannetworks when predictive information regarding the movetage of the nature of the wireless medium to gain a
ment of mobile terminals is available. The authors show
greater share of resources.
that the performance gain is a function of the anticipation
• The emergence of new paradigms, such as opportunistic spectime with which the admission controller knows the occurrence
trum usage and self-organizing networks, promise
of handovers, and they also show that an optimal anticipaimprovements but introduce new challenges for dependtion time exists.
ability. New solutions are required to provide dependable
The last article is entitled “Identity-Based Key Management
service in these emerging contexts.
in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks: Techniques and Applications”
While some of the above have already received attention
and is authored by da Silva et al. This article presents a surfrom the research community and related standardization bodvey of the most important ID-based key management
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schemes in MANETs, discussing their approaches, strengths,
weaknesses, and comparing their main features. The article
also discusses the main ID-based key management application
fields in MANETs.
The guest editors would like to thank all authors and reviewers for their valuable contributions to this special issue. We
would also like to thank Abbas Jamalipour, Editor-in-Chief,
for his invaluable help and advice in preparing this special issue.
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